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Peace of Cloth
Sophia Cashmere
Talbot Runoff
Rachel Pally
Rauol

Peace of Cloth: Established in 2006 by Alex Garfield (of Garfield & Marks) and Jaime
Nortman, Peace of Cloth values the attention to care, quality and detail to each clothing
item they create. What makes Peace of Cloth unique is that the clothing is manufactured in
New York City and also fits many different body styles. They are also known for “having
the best fitting pants in the USA.” Besides their popular pants, the line also includes jackets.
Sofia Cashmere: Sofia Cashmere creates throws, capes, and coats from soft and
comfortable feeling cashmere. Their cashmere comes from Mongolia and China while the
fox fur trim for the wrap capes comes from Finland. Also, the coats and wrap capes are
made in the USA. A nice feature is that they are pill-resistant. A nice soft throw or flowing
fur-trim cape or coat will be a nice addition for those winter months.
Talbot Runof: Talbot Runof are known for their glamorous cocktail and evening dresses.
The designers, Johnny Talbot and Adrian Runhof, who met Munich, launched their flagship
store in Munich in 2000. The dresses are handcrafted in Germany. Step out in style in one
of their signature cocktail dresses or evening gowns for any cocktail party and black-tie
event.
Rachel Pally: Rachel Pally, a Southern California native, launched her line of clothing in
2002. Her love of dance influenced her designs ranging from dresses and pants to ponchos
and jumpsuits. She has achieved the ability to mix “easy and elegant” with “chic and classic”
in her dresses and ponchos. Her plus-size collection- Rachel Pally White Label was
launched in Fall 2007 offering her hottest styles in sizes 14-22. This UC Berkeley alum’s
designs are popular among the famous in Hollywood.
Rauol: Raoul is the brainchild of Douglas and Odile Benjamin. Launched in 2002 in
Singapore, Raoul was originally a men’s shirt label. They soon branched out into
womenswear with contemporary and affordable clothing such as evening dresses, skirts
and jackets. The husband and wife team made their international debut in the New York
and Paris Fall/Winter shows in 2010 with their sleek take on contemporary ladies clothing.
Their colorblock dresses, leather accented dresses and tops will make an excellent addition
for any women’s wardrobe.

